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Thank you for purchasing the Microvolt 3900. Your investment in our ideas help support innovative, boutique 

synthesizer design. 

Looking back at early monosynths like the ARP 2600 and the Buchla Music Easel, there is a sense of 

experimentation. The user interface, sound, and functionality of the modern monosynth as defined by the 

Minimoog and what became the standard subtractive synthesis workflow, had not yet been adopted. Synthesizer 

design was still fluid and exciting. 

The Microvolt 3900 recaptures some of this excitement. We focus on this early period of fluid design to create an 

instrument that does not need to fit the modern monosynth mold; instead it allows us to experiment with new 

analog circuit designs and synthesis ideas. The Microvolt 3900 is the result of over a year of our efforts and 

features unique circuitry developed by Michael Johnsen and me to expand the possibilities of analog synthesis. 

I am very proud of the Microvolt 3900 and what it represents to me. Please use this synthesizer as a laboratory 

for experimentation and fun. 

Enjoy, 

Richard Nicol 

Founder | Product Design 

Pittsburgh Modular Synthesizers 

 

 

Microvolt 3900 Team 

Product Design: Richard Nicol  

Engineering: Michael Johnsen 

Prototyping: Ross Johnson 

Fine Tuning: Perry Willig 

Logistics: Michael Importico 

Coordination: Danielle Nicol  

Thank You!  
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Read Instructions: Please read the Microvolt 3900 manual completely before use and retain for future reference. 

• Only use the DC power adapter provided by Pittsburgh Modular with the Microvolt 3900. Using an incorrect 

power adapter can cause permanent damage to the Microvolt 3900 and the power adapter.  

• The Microvolt 3900 is an electronic device. Exposure to water will cause the Microvolt 3900 circuitry to short 

circuit and may cause permanent damage. 

• Do not attempt to modify the Microvolt 3900. Tampering with the circuitry may cause permanent damage. 

• Do not place heavy objects on the Microvolt 3900. The user interface is mounted on a PCB that can be 

damaged if stressed by excessive weight. 

• Do not attempt to repair the Microvolt 3900. Please contact Pittsburgh Modular regarding malfunctions of 

any kind. 

• Pittsburgh Modular is not responsible for any damage or loss caused by improper use of the Microvolt 3900. 

Important Information 
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Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

1. Fine Tune Slider - Adjust the oscillator pitch. 

2. Pulse Width Slider - Set the width of the pulse wave. 

3. Fold Timbre Slider - Adjust the depth of the wave folder. 

4. Frequency Modulation (FM) Trimmer - Set the FM CV input amount.  

5. Pulse Width Trimmer - Set the pulse width CV input amount.  

6. Timbre Modulation Trimmer - Set the timbre CV input amount. 

Waveform Mixer 

7. Harmonic Sine Button - Enable/disable harmonic sine wave. 

8. Noise Level Trimmer - Set the noise output level. 

9. External Drive Trimmer - Set the preamp drive gain. 

10. External Level Trimmer - Set the preamp output level. 

11. Sine Level Slider - Set the sine wave level. 

12. Saw Level Slider - Set the saw wave output level. 

13. Pulse Level Slider - Set the pulse wave output level. 

14. Fold Level Slider - Set the fold wave output level. 

Binary Filter 

15. Frequency Slider - Adjust the cutoff frequency. 

16. Resonance Slider - Adjust the filter resonance amount. 

17. Frequency Modulation Trimmer - Set the frequency CV input amount.  

18. Mode Button - Enable/disable unstable resonance mode. 

Dynamic VCA 

19. VCA / LPG Button - Switch between VCA and Lowpass Gate mode. 

20. Dynamics Slider - Adjust the amount of audio pass-thru. 

21. Dynamics Response Trimmer - Set the decay time of the vactrol circuit.  

22. Pluck Button - Enable/disable pluck mode. 

23. Input Balance Trimmer - Dynamic VCA inputs balance control. 

24. Dynamics Modulation Trimmer - Set the dynamics CV input amount. 

Output 
25. Output Drive Trimmer - Set the output drive gain. 

26. Output Slider - Adjust the output level. 

Midi / Arpeggiator 

27. Arpeggiator Button - Enable/disable midi arpeggiator mode. 

28. Hold Button - Enable/disable note hold mode. 

29. Clock Button - Tap tempo clock button. 

30. (Edit / Arp Note) Button - Hold to access edit mode functionality. 

31. Octave - Button - Shift oscillator pitch down.  

32. Octave + Button - Shift oscillator pitch up. 

Modulation Sources 

33. Random Density Slider - Adjust the random constraints. 

34. Source Balance Trimmer - Set the modulation output mix. 

35. LFO Rate Slider - Adjust the frequency of the LFO. 

36. LFO Range Button - Set the frequency range of the LFO. 

37. LFO Shapes Trimmer - Set the LFO waveform shapes.  

Function Generator 
38. Rise Slider - Adjust the rise time of the function generator. 

39. Cycle Button - Enable/disable cycling of the function generator. 

40. Fall Slider - Adjust the fall time of the function generator. 

41. Rise Modulation Atteunverting Trimmer - Set the rise CV input amount. 

42. Fall Modulation Attenuverting Trimmer - Set the fall CV input amount. 

Envelope Generator 
41. Attack Slider - Adjust the attack time of the envelope generator. 

42. Decay Slider - Adjust the decay time of the envelope generator. 

43. Sustain Slider - Adjust the sustain time of the envelope generator. 

44. Release Slider - Adjust the release time of the envelope generator. 

1. Microvolt User Interface Map 
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Clock 

100. Input Jack - Clock signal input. 

101. Output Jack - Clock signal output (40ms 5v gate signal). 

External  

102. Input Jack - External audio signal input jack. 

103. Output Jack - Output of preamp circuit. 

Midi 

104. Pitch Output Jack - 1 volt per octave output of midi to cv converter. 

105. Midi Input Jack - 1/8” stereo midi input jack. Use with included midi cable. 

106. Gate Output Jack - 5v gate output representing midi note on/off. 

107. Modulation Output Jack - 0/5v CV signal assignable to midi CC number.  

Output 

108. Output Jack - Mono 1/8” synthesizer output. 

109. Input Jack - Dual mono 1/8” headphone output. 

Waveform Generator 

110. Pitch Input Jack - 1 volt per octave input used for controlling pitch. 

111. FM Input Jack - Pitch modulation CV input. 

112. Width Input Jack - Pulse Width Modulation CV input. 

113. Timbre Input Jack - Fold wave timbre CV input. 

114. Sine Output Jack - Post level slider sine wave output. 

115. Saw Output Jack - Post level slider saw wave output. 

116. Pulse Output Jack - Post level slider pulse wave output. 

117. Fold Output Jack - Post level slider fold wave output. 

Envelope 

118. Input Jack - Gate input used to trigger the envelope. 

119. Output Jack - 0/5v shaped CV signal. 

Filter 

120. Frequency Input Jack - Frequency modulation CV input. 

121. Input Jack - Binary filter audio input. 

122. Output Jack - Binary filter audio output. 

VCA 

123. Dynamics Input Jack - Dynamics modulation CV input. 

124. Input Jack - Dynamic VCA audio input. 

125. Output Jack - Dynamic VCA audio output. 

Modulation 

126. Random CV Output Jack - 0/5v Stepped Random CV output. 

127. Pulse Output Jack - -5v/+5v LFO pulse wave output. 

128. Random Gate Output Jack - 0/5v Random Gate output. 

129. Ramp Output Jack - -5v/+5v LFO ramp wave output. 

130. Noise Output Jack - Post level trimmer noise wave output. 

131. Mix Output Jack - Modulation sources output. 

Function 

132. Modulation Input Jack - Rise/Fall modulation CV input. 

133. Input Jack - Gate input used to trigger the Function Generator. 

134. Output Jack - 0/5v shaped CV signal. 

Inverting Mixer / Splitter / Offset 

45.   In A Level Attenuverting Trimmer - A input level normaled to +5v. 

135. In A Input Jack - Audio or CV signal input. 

136. In B Input Jack - Audio or CV signal input. 

137. Mix Output Jack - Audio or CV signal mix output. 

138. Mix Output Jack - Audio or CV signal mix output.     

2. Microvolt Patch Bay Map 
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The Microvolt 3900 is a patchable, analog synthesizer. It combines the functionality of 11 individual synthesizer 

sections. The sections are internally connected to create a fully functional signal path without the need for patch 

cables, however 39 patch points are available to connect different synthesizer sections using 1/8” mono patch 

cables to create custom sounds and textures.  

The Microvolt 3900 signal path is divided into two basic types of signals: audio signals and control voltages. 

The audio signal carries the sound that is produced through the synthesizer. The audio signal path starts at the 

voltage controlled oscillator before passing through other synthesizer sections used to shape the sound such a 

mixer, filter, and VCA. Audio signal levels vary depending on their location in the signal path. This allows each 

synthesizer section to have the perfect signal level for the desired sonic results. Detailed information on each 

section can be found later in the manual. 

Control voltages (CV) is a static or variable DC or AC voltage used to indirectly manipulate the audio signal by 

controlling the circuitry that processes the audio. This can be done using a few different types of CV. Gates are 

represented by a high or low control voltage to create a binary on or off state. A gate can be generated using a 

pulse or square wave from an oscillator or modulation source, or by using the gate or clock output from the midi 

module. A gate can be shaped using the function generator or envelope generator to create more complex 

control voltage (CV) signals. A gate signal or CV signal can be patched to any CV input on the Microvolt 3900 to 

be used as a modulation source. For example, a CV signal from the output of the function generator patched into 

the FM input of the oscillator section controls the frequency of oscillator based on the current state of the function 

generator. 

Don’t forget, audio signals can be used as a control voltage source too. Audio rate modulation is always an 

interesting world to explore. 

3. Microvolt 3900 Connections and Signals 
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The Microvolt 3900 uses several simple labeling conventions to make the user interface and signal flow easy to 

understand. The labeling is meant as a starting point and not a definitive rule. Experimentation is key. 

Large white outlines are used to separate individual synthesizer sections such as the voltage controlled oscillator 

and the waveform mixer. 

Internal signal paths are shown using an arrow pointing in the direction of the signal followed by a line leading to 

the signal destination. Most internal signal paths can be rerouted using the patch bay. 

There are two types of CV trimmers. An attenuator trimmer starts at zero signal when turned full left and at full 

right it is outputting the full signal level. The zero point for an attenuverter trimmer is at 12 o’clock. Turning an 

attenuverter full left outputs an inverted version of the full signal level and turning an attenuverter full right outputs 

a non-inverted version of the full signal level. 

CV input and midi input jacks are labeled using text surrounded by a outline. 

Audio input and gate input jacks are labeled using text surrounded by a solid background. 

Output jacks are simply labeled using text. 

Any output can be patched into any input. Some patching may not result in musical or interesting results but 

experimentation with the patch points is always encouraged. 

4. Interface Conventions 
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5. Internal Signal Routing 

The Microvolt 3900 utilizes internal connections to create a fully patched synthesizer voice that does not require 

patch cables to play. To modify the internal routing or to create something completely new, all of the internal 

routing can be bypassed using the patch panel. This allows total patching freedom without the constraints of a 

fixed voiced architecture. 

Most internal connections are made using switched jacks. A switched jack allows the internal signal path to be 

cut when a patch cable is inserted. A simple example would be the pitch input of the voltage controlled oscillator. 

Internally, the pitch output of the midi section is wired to the switched jack input of the voltage controlled 

oscillator. When a patch cable is plugged into the pitch input of the voltage controlled oscillator, that patch cable 

breaks the connection to the midi pitch output and replaces it with the signal from the inserted patch cable. 

The internal signal routing of the Microvolt 3900 is clearly marked on the panel using arrows and lines pointing 

toward the signal destination. Plugging a patch cable into an internally patched input jack will override any 

internal patching. 
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6. Internal Signal Routing Map 

a. Midi / Arpeggiator Pitch Output 

Midi pitch and octave shift information sent from the midi Pitch Out (104) to the Pitch Input Jack (110) of the 

arpeggiator. 

b. Modulation Sources 

Output of the modulation Source Balance Trimmer (34) is sent to the oscillator Frequency Modulation 

Trimmer (4) using FM CV Jack (111), Pulse Width Trimmer (5) using Width CV Jack (112), and Timbre 

Modulation Trimmer (6) using Timbre CV Jack (113).  

c. Voltage Controlled Oscillator Waveforms 

Individual waveform outputs, Sine(114), Saw (115), Pulse (116), and Fold(117) sent to the Waveform Mixer. 

d. Waveform Mixer Output  

Output of the Waveform Mixer sent to the input of the Binary Filter(121). 

e. Function Generator Output 

Output of the Function Generator(134) sent to the Frequency Modulation Trimmer(17)using Frequency CV 

Input Jack(120) of the Binary Filter. 

f. Binary Filter Output 

Output of the Binary Filter(122) sent to the Input Balance Trimmer(23) using VCA Input Jack(124) of the 

Dynamic VCA.  

g. Envelope Generator Output 

Output of the Envelope Generator(119) is sent to the Dynamic Modulation Trimmer(24) using Dynamic CV 

Input Jack(123). 

h. Dynamic VCA Output 

Output of the Dynamic VCA(125) is sent to the input of the Output section. 

i. Midi/Arpeggiator Gate Output 

Midi Gate Output(106) is sent to the Function Generator Gate Input(133) and the Envelope Generator Gate 

Input(118). 
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7. Individual Synthesis Sections 

The Microvolt 3900 is comprised of 10 individual synthesis sections. Each section has a corresponding set of 

jacks in the patch bay. The following pages will explain the features of these sections. 
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8. Voltage Controlled Oscillator / Waveform Generator 

The voltage controlled oscillator section uses a unique VCA saw core oscillator circuit to generate a full range, 

temperature stabilized, analog saw wave. Frequency is variable from sub-audio, low frequency oscillator range to 

ultrasonic allowing the oscillator to function as an audio source or modulation source. 

The waveform level siders set the output level of the oscillator waveforms. The output of each waveform level 

slider is patched internally to the input of the binary filter using switched jacks. Patching into any of the individual 

waveform jacks will remove it from the input of the binary filter. The mixer level slider will still control the output 

level of the waveform. 

The oscillator frequency can be modulated using the pitch and FM inputs. The pitch input uses the 1 volt per 

octave standard for stable pitch tracking. The pitch input is internally patched to the midi pitch output. This allows 

the octave up(31) and octave down(32) buttons to be used for transposing the oscillator range up and down. 

The FM input utilizes exponential pitch modulation to create everything from subtle to extreme frequency 

modulation. 

 

Voltage Controlled Oscillator Patching Notes 

• The oscillator does not have a coarse frequency control by default. To add a coarse frequency control, 

patch the output of the inverting mixer / splitter / offset (137 or 138) into the pitch input (110) of the oscillator. 

With nothing patched into In A(135) or In B(136), the In A Level(45) trimmer becomes a coarse frequency 

control by sending –5v to +5v DC into the oscillator core. 

• Patching into the pitch input (110) of the oscillator removes midi pitch(104), octave up(31) and octave down

(32) button control. 

• Patching the output of the sine wave(114) into the timbre modulation input(113) creates an interesting 

waveform. 
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9. Waveform Mixer 

The waveform mixer section combines the output of several distinct audio sources. 

The harmonic sine button(7) adds subtle wave shaping to the sine wave output. 

The noise level trimmer(8) adjusts the level of the analog noise circuit. Patching into the noise output jack(130) 

will remove it from the input of the binary filter. 

The external gain(9) and external level(10) trimmers work together to control the preamp for processing external 

or internal signals. The external gain control offers 1x to 30x gain with integrated soft clipping overdrive. Perfect 

for processing external signals or overdriving internal waveforms. Patching into the external output jack(103) will 

remove it from the input of the binary filter. 

The waveform level siders set the output level of the oscillator waveforms. The output of each waveform level 

slider is patched internally to the input of the binary filter using switched jacks. Patching into any of the individual 

waveform jacks will remove it from the input of the binary filter. 

 

Waveform Mixer Patching Notes 

• The harmonic sine button(7) adds subtle harmonics to the sine wave. This gives the filter resonance 

something to grab on to for smooth resonated filtering. 

• Adding the sine wave to other waveforms can add additional low end to the sound. Switch the harmonic sine 

on and off to hear which one sounds the best to beef up the other waveforms. 

• Patch the output of the filter(122) or dynamic vca(125) into the external input (102) then adjust the external 

gain(9) and external level(10) to beef up or blow out the waveforms. 

• External instruments can be inserted into the Microvolt 3900 signal path using the external input(102). 
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10. Binary Filter 

The binary filter section utilizes the core circuitry of the classic Pittsburgh Modular filter to create a smooth 12db 

low pass filter. The custom state variable filter topology offers near infinite resonance with or without self 

oscillation. The signal level going into the filter has a large impact on the resonance and overall sound of the 

output. The filter utilizes a proprietary soft clipping circuit to add warmth and drive to stronger signals that 

prevents the filter from creating unwanted distortion. Reducing the level of the incoming waveforms leaves more 

room for resonance to expand into before hitting the drive circuit. Placing the filter in unstable mode guarantees 

the signal will drive the soft clipping circuit, adjust the filter frequency(15) and resonance sliders(16) to dial in the 

perfect amount of overdrive. 

The frequency slider(15) sets the cutoff frequency of the low pass filter. 

The resonance slider (16) adjusts the filter Q factor.  

Patching into the filter frequency input(120) will break the connection with the output of the function generator.  

Patching into the filter input(121) will break the connection with the output of the waveform mixer. 

 

Binary Filter Patching Notes 

• The frequency slider(15) and frequency modulation trimmer(17) work together to control the filter cutoff. 

When using CV, the frequency slider becomes the offset control and the frequency modulation trimmer 

controls the amount of CV manipulating the filter cutoff. 

• When you reach the max resonance in stable mode, press the mode button(18) and slide the resonance 

slider down to extend the amount of resonance available. The filter will begin to self oscillate. 

• Use the inverting mixer / splitter / offset section to mix the output of the function generator(134) with the LFO 

ramp wave(129). Patch the output(137 or 138) into the frequency modulation input(120) for complex 

frequency modulation. 
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11. Dynamic VCA 

The dynamic VCA is the heart of the Microvolt 3900. An unique processing circuit that adds dimension to the 

audio waveforms. The basic function of a VCA is to control the loudness of the sound over time. This includes 

turning a sound on and off or subtly changing the output level. 

The dynamic VCA is a modern interpretation of Don Buchla’s famous “lopass” gate. The lowpass gate circuit is 

unique in the way that it simulates the characteristics of natural instruments. When used in lowpass gate mode

(19), louder sounds contain more harmonic content and quieter sounds contain less harmonic content. This is not 

the case when using VCA mode(19). VCA mode simply changes the loudness of the sound without modifying the 

harmonic content. There is no reason that synthesizers need to simulate how acoustic instruments function but 

because of how it affects the harmonic content of sound, a lowpass gate sounds more organic or natural 

compared to a standard VCA. 

The original lowpass gate was limited to a static response time that varied from unit to unit. This made each 

lowpass gate a little different. The dynamic VCA in the Microvolt 3900 adds a unique, dynamic response(21) 

control circuit to the original Buchla lowpass gate concept allowing for customizable gate response times. 

Dynamic VCA Patching Notes 

• The pluck button(22) bypasses the dynamics modulation trimmer(24) and creates a trigger from any sharp 

signal sent into the dynamics modulation input(123). This triggers the dynamics response to create an 

organic percussive strike. The pluck button works best in low pass gate mode(19) and the attack of the 

envelope generator (41) is set to very short. 

• The input balance trimmer(23) is a mixer. The output of the filter is mixed with a signal patched into the 

dynamic vca input(124). The input balance trimmer is bypassed if the dynamic vca input is not patched. 

• The dynamics slider(20) and dynamics modulation trimmer(24) work together to control the output level. 

When using CV, the dynamics slider becomes the offset control and the dynamics modulation trimmer 

controls the amount of CV manipulating the VCA level. 
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12. Output 

The output section conditions the Microvolt 3900 audio signal for a mono line level output(108) and a stereo (dual 

mono) output(109) for headphones. The output drive trimmer(25) uses our unique soft clipping overdrive circuit to 

push the audio signal to extremes. 

The output drive trimmer provides 1x to 30x signal gain designed to press the audio signal up against the soft 

clipping overdrive circuit. 

The output fader controls the level for both the line output(108) and headphone output(109) jacks. 

The output of the dynamic vca is internally wired to the output section. This can not be changed. 

 

Output Patching Notes 

Boosting the output drive will increase the overall and perceived level of the output signal. Reduce the output 

level fader while adding output drive to ensure the output level remains the same. 

Not using the headphone output jack(109)? Use a patch cable to patch between the headphone out(109) and the 

external input (102) to add a feedback loop to the signal patch. 
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13. Midi / Arpeggiator 

The midi / arpeggiator section allows the Microvolt 3900 to respond to digital midi messages from a controller or 

DAW by converting digital midi data into analog control voltages. In addition to basic midi functionality, this 

section adds a powerful arpeggiator/note sequencer, tap tempo clock, and pitch octave transpose buttons. 

Because the feature set of the midi / arpeggiator is deep, this portion of the manual will be split into several 

sections detailing every feature. 

 

Basic Midi Response 

The Microvolt 3900 responds to midi note on/off, midi note number 0-127, midi clock, midi clock start/stop, midi 

pitch bend, and midi control change messages. By default, the midi channel of the Microvolt 3900 is set to omni 

allowing the synthesizer to respond to all midi channels. 

The midi input jack(105) uses the supplied stereo 1/8” to 5 pin din connector to connect to a traditional 5 pin midi 

cable. 

Note pitch(104) is patched internally from the midi section to the pitch input(110) of the voltage controlled 

oscillator. The midi gate output(106), representing note on/off, is patched internally to trigger the function 

generator input(133) and the envelope generator input(118). 

 

Two Performance Modes 

The midi section has two performance modes, monophonic and arpeggiator. Monophonic mode converts midi 

note on/off messages into monophonic 1 volt per octave CV and gate signals that are based on the incoming 

midi note number and midi on/off messages. The arpeggiator mode creates a repeating sequence of 1 volt per 

octave CV and gate signals based on the incoming midi notes. 
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13. Midi / Arpeggiator (continued a) 

Monophonic Mode 

Monophonic mode works great when using the Microvolt 3900 as a single voice monosynth. Monophonic mode 

uses a last note played with retrigger keyboard response to determine note priority. That means the last note 

played sounds when multiple notes are active and the gate retriggers with every new note played. 

Monophonic mode outputs a single CV and gate signal based on the active midi note. The midi module features 

up to 3 note recall when multiple keys are pressed at once. 

Eurorack standard 1 volt per octave scaled CV is output from the pitch jack(104). The gate output jack(106) 

outputs a high signal (+5v) when a key is pressed. The gate output jack outputs a low signal (0v) when all the 

keys are released. 

 

Midi Monophonic Mode Patching Notes 

• The pitch output jack(104) can be patched into the function generator modulation input(132) while the 

function generator is in cycle mode to create a voltage controlled modulation source. The output of the 

function generator can be used audio rate FM of the voltage controlled oscillator or binary filter. 

• The hold button is a perfect way to create a drone by opening up the dynamic VCA while designing new 

sounds or exploring various sections of the Microvolt 3900. 
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13. Midi / Arpeggiator (continued b) 

Arpeggiator Mode 

Arpeggiator mode outputs a single CV and gate signal. Up to 16 note arpeggiations are available when multiple 

keys are pressed at once or added to the arpeggiator sequence. The arpeggiator offers two key input modes. 

The first is the standard arpeggiator input method of pressing and holding multiple keys at once. The second 

method allows notes to be sequenced one at a time, allowing for the insertion of rests and the use of the same 

note multiple times. The arpeggiator cycles through the selected notes at the rate of the active clock source. The 

set of selected notes resets when the arpeggiator receives a midi note off message (key released) or the edit key 

is released(30) when using the sequencing input method. 

Entering An Arpeggiated Sequence Using Standard Arpeggiator Input Method 

Enable arpeggiator mode by pressing the arpeggiator button(27). Press and hold keys on a midi keyboard. The 

arpeggiator will cycle through the depressed keys in the order they were pressed, sometimes called “as played”. 

To stop the arpeggiated sequence, release one or all of the depressed keys.  

Entering An Arpeggiated Sequence Using the Note Sequencing Method 

Enable arpeggiator mode by pressing the arpeggiator button(27). Press and hold the edit button(30). Press keys 

on a midi keyboard one at a time to create a sequence of up to 16 steps. Press the octave + button(32) to add a 

rest. This note sequencing method automatically enables hold mode. To stop the arpeggiated sequence, press 

the hold button(28). 

 

Midi Arpeggiator Mode Patching Notes 

• While an arpeggiated sequence is active, use the octave - button(31) and octave + button(32) to transpose 

the sequence by octave. 

• Place the function generator in cycle mode(39) and modulate the frequency of the binary filter using the 

frequency modulation trimmer(17) while an arpeggiated sequence is active. Adjust rise slider(38) and fall 

slider (40) of the function generator to cycle faster than the rate of the arpeggiated sequence to create a 

echo type effect. 
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13. Midi / Arpeggiator (continued c) 

Additional Arpeggiator Functions 

The arpeggiator offers 4 additional functions to enhance the active arpeggiated sequence: hold, transpose, 

random, and arpeggiator range. 

Hold Function 

Enable the hold function by pressing the hold button(28). The hold function allows the arpeggiator to cycle 

through the last set of selected notes after the selected notes have been released, or the edit key is released 

when using the sequencing input method. Disable the hold function by pressing the hold button. 

Transpose Function 

Enable the transpose function by pressing and holding the edit button(30) then pressing the hold button(28). 

Transpose mode can only be enabled when hold mode is active. The transpose function allows an incoming midi 

note to transpose the active arpeggiated sequence. The sequence is transposed based on the first note of the 

arpeggiated sequence. Disable the transpose function by pressing the hold button. 

Random Function 

Randomize the arpeggiated sequence by pressing and holding the edit button(30) then pressing the arpeggiator 

button(27). The random function will random jump between the notes of the arpeggiated sequence. Disable 

random by pressing and holding the edit button(30) then pressing the arpeggiator button(27). 

Range Function 

The range function sets the number of octaves the active arpeggiated sequence will cycle through. The range 

can be set to 1, 2, or 3 octaves. Set the range by pressing and holding the edit button(30) then pressing the 

octave - button(31). The first time the octave - button is pressed it will show the active range count. Additional 

presses of the octave - button will cycle through range options. A range of 1 octave is shown by illuminating the 

arpeggiator button(27) LED. A range of 2 octaves is shown by illuminating the hold button(28) LED. A range of 3 

is shown by illuminating both the arpeggiator button (27) and hold button(28) LEDs. 

Random Arpeggiation Generator 

Generate a randomized arpeggiated sequence by pressing the arpeggiator button (27) to enable arpeggiator 

mode. Next, press and hold the edit button(30) then pressing the holdbutton(28). This will generate a random 

arpeggiated sequence with a random length (1-16 steps) and random pitch values. 
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13. Midi / Arpeggiator (continued d) 

Three Clock Sources 

The midi section has 3 clock sources: internal, external midi, and external gate. The clock is used to advance the 

arpeggiator and the random modulation source. Set the clock source by pressing and holding the edit button(30) 

then pressing the clock button(29). The first time the clock button is pressed it will show the active clock source. 

Additional presses of the clock button will cycle through clock source options. Internal clock active is shown by 

illuminating the arpeggiator button(27) LED. External clock active is shown by illuminating the hold button(28) 

LED. External gate source is shown by illuminating both the arpeggiator button (27) and hold button(28) LEDs. 

The clock source is saved in memory and recalled when the Microvolt 3900 is powered on. 

 

Internal Clock 

The internal clock source utilizes the clock button to modify the rate of the internal clock. Tap the clock button(29) 

to change the tempo of the clock. The internal clock rate is saved in memory and recalled when the Microvolt 

3900 is powered on. 

External Midi Clock 

The external midi clock responds to midi start/stop messages and midi tempo from an external midi clock source. 

In external midi clock mode, the clock button(29) acts as a clock divider cycling through 6 available clock 

divisions. ÷ 1, ÷ 2, ÷ 4, ÷ 8, ÷ 16, ÷ 32. Set the midi clock division by pressing the clock button(29). The first time 

the clock button is pressed it will show the active clock division. Additional presses of the clock button will cycle 

through division options. The midi clock division is saved in memory and recalled when the Microvolt 3900 is 

powered on. 

External Gate Clock 

The external gate clock responds to most waveforms that rise above 2.5v. In external gate clock mode, the clock 

button(29) acts as a clock divider cycling through 6 available clock divisions. ÷ 1, ÷ 2, ÷ 4, ÷ 8, ÷ 16, ÷ 32. Set the 

external gate clock division by pressing the clock button(29). The first time the clock button is pressed it will show 

the active clock division. Additional presses of the clock button will cycle through division options. The external 

gate clock division is saved in memory and recalled when the Microvolt 3900 is powered on. 
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13. Midi / Arpeggiator (continued e) 

Additional Midi Settings 

The midi response can be customized by changing the following settings. The following settings can only be 

changed when arpeggiator mode is NOT active.  

 

Midi CC 

The midi modulation jack(107) outputs a 0v to 5v DC voltage based on the assigned midi CC number. This jack 

can be assigned to a midi keyboard mod wheel or any assignable knob. The midi modulation jack can also be 

assigned to a midi CC number used by a DAW for modulation. To set the active CC number, press and hold the 

edit button(30). The active midi CC number can only be changed when arpeggiator mode is NOT active. While 

the edit button is pressed, the midi section assigns the active CC number based on the last incoming CC 

message it receives. Simply move a mod wheel or turn a knob to assign that midi CC number to the midi 

modulation output jack. The CC number is saved in memory and recalled when the Microvolt 3900 is powered 

on. 

Midi Channel 

The Microvolt 3900 can be assigned to midi channel 1-16 or omni. To set the midi channel, press and hold the 

edit button(30). The midi can only be changed when arpeggiator mode is NOT active. The first time the octave - 

button(31) is pressed it will blink showing the currently selected midi channel. Omni mode is represented with a 

solid LED. Additional presses of the octave - button will cycle through midi channel numbers. The midi channel is 

saved in memory and recalled when the Microvolt 3900 is powered on. 

Pitch Bend 

There are 4 options for the pitch bend range. 2 semitones (+/- 2 notes), 4 semitones (+/- 4 notes), 8 semitones 

(+/- 5th), 12 semitones (+/- 1 octave). To set the midi pitch bend range, press and hold the edit button(30). The 

pitch bend range can only be changed when arpeggiator mode is NOT active. The first time the octave + button

(32) is pressed it will blink showing the currently selected pitch bend range. Additional presses of the octave + 

button will cycle through midi pitch bend options. The midi pitch bend range is saved in memory and recalled 

when the Microvolt 3900 is powered on. 
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14. Modulation Sources 

The Modulation sources section contains two independent modulation sources, a complex random gate and CV 

generator, and an LFO with variable wave shapes. The CV output of the random source(126) and the ramp 

output of the LFO(129) are mixed using the source balance trimmer(34) and output(131) is internally routed to 

the modulation inputs of the voltage controlled oscillator. 

 

Complex Random Generator 

Inspired by the random source on the Buchla Music Easel, the complex random generator on the Microvolt 3900 

is a digitally controlled random source generating both gate and CV signals. The random generator functions 

similar to an analog, 6 stage shift register. When the clock signal triggers an update and the next register value is 

loaded, there is a chance it will evolve. Think of it like a 6 step sequencer. The random generator cycles through 

the 6 steps of the sequence and each time the sequencer jumps to the next step, there is a chance the value 

stored in that step will be replaced with a new value. The result is a random source that feels both random and 

evolutionary, with an ever evolving 6 step pattern cycle. The random complexity slider(33) sets both the chance a 

CV value will change, the range the CV value can change, and also the density of the gates. Both the gate and 

CV signals have a 0v to 5v range.  

The complex random generator is triggered by the active clock source selected in the midi / arpeggiator section. 

To adjust the chance a CV value will change with each step and the density of the random gates use the random 

complexity slider(33). Moving the slider up will increase the chance a step will update. 

LFO 

The LFO is a utility low frequency oscillator with variable ramp and pulse wave outputs. Perfect for long sweeps 

or audio rate frequency modulation. The LFO range button(36) switches between very slow modulation and audio 

rate modulation. The LFO shapes trimmer(37) defines the wave shapes of the LFO. It defines the width of the 

pulse wave and the ramp wave shifts from a ramp, to a triangle, to a saw wave. 
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15. Modulation Sources (continued) 

Modulation Sources Patching Notes 

• Use the random gate output jack(128) to trigger the Microvolt 3900 by patching it into the input jack (135) of 

the inverting mixer / splitter / offset section. Be sure to turn the In A Level Attenuverting Trimmer(45) full 

right. Patch the first output jack(137) of the inverting mixer / splitter / offset section to the input of the 

function generator(133) and the second output jack(138) into the input of the envelope generator(118).  

• Use the Random CV output jack as a modulation source for the function generator modulation input(132) to 

modulate the length of the rise and fall of the function generator. 

• Remember, the random CV output is synced to the arpeggiator clock, that means when using the 

arpeggiator function, the random will provide a clock synced source of random voltage perfect for wave 

shape modulation or frequency cutoff modulation. 
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16. Function Generator 

The function generator is a complex dual stage (attack/release) envelope generator with voltage controllable rise

(41) and fall(42) times. The cycle button(39) retriggers the function generator at the end of the fall stage to create 

a voltage controlled low frequency oscillator. 

When used as a low frequency oscillator, the rise slider(38) sets the length of the rise of the waveform and the 

fall slider(40) sets the length of the fall of the waveform. The function generator modulation input jack(132) can 

be used to control the frequency of the LFO. The rise and fall modulation trimmers (41 and 42) can be used to 

control the symmetry of the modulation. 

The input of the function generator is internally patched to the output of the midi gate jack(106). If you do not 

want the midi gate to trigger the function generator, plug a patch cable in the input jack(133) of the function 

generator to break the internal connection to the midi gate output. 

The output jack(134) of the function generator is internally patched to the frequency modulation input jack(120) of 

the binary filter. 

 

Function Generator Patching Notes 

• An interesting low-fi filter sound can be created by setting the function generator to cycle as quickly as 

possible and adjusting the binary filter frequency modulation trimmer(17). Take the sound one step further 

by patching the midi pitch output jack(104) into the function generator modulation input jack(132) and set the 

rise modulation and fall modulation trimmers full left. This allows the rate of the rise and fall to change with 

the midi note. 

• The function generator makes a great voltage controlled LFO for audio rate modulation of the voltage 

controlled oscillator. 
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17. Envelope Generator 

The envelope generator section is a four stage (attack, decay, sustain, release) envelope generator that smooths 

the shape of the incoming gates and triggers to produce a more expressive instrument. The envelope generator 

output can be used to control the amplitude of an oscillator, the cutoff frequency of a filter or any other function 

that accepts control voltages. 

The incoming gate or trigger signal passes through each of the four stages to output an envelope. When the 

envelope generator module receives a gate or trigger signal, the attack slider(41) determines the amount of time 

needed for the envelope generator to reach the peak output voltage and move on to the decay stage. The decay 

slider(42) sets the amount of time needed to transition to the level set by the sustain slider(43). The sustain level 

is maintained as long as the incoming gate remains on or high. Once the incoming gate goes low or off, the 

release slider(44) sets the time needed to close the envelope and return the envelope generator output to 0 volts.  

 

Envelope Generator Patching Note 

• A classic monosynth sound can be achieved by patching the output jack(119) of the envelope generator into 

the binary filter frequency modulation input jack (120). This syncs the filter and VCA modulation. Adjust the 

binary filter frequency modulation trimmer(17) until the shape of the envelope can be heard in the filter 

sweep. 
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18. Inverting Mixer / Splitter / Offset 

The inverting mixer / splitter / offset section is a standalone audio and CV processing module included to 

enhance the functionality of the Microvolt 3900 patchbay. Because of the flexible design, the functionality of the 

section can vary based on the needs of the patch. 

 

Section Functions 

2 Channel Mixer 

Patch an audio or CV signal into input a(135) and input b(136) to mix the signals. A copy of the mixed output is 

available at both output jacks(137 and 138). The level of input a is set using the input a atteunverter trimmer(45). 

Set to 12 o’clock, the attenuverter is in the off position. Turning the trimmer to the right will raise the level of the 

input a signal up to the level of the incoming signal or unity gain. Turning the trimmer to the left will raise the level 

of an inverted version of the signal up to the level of the incoming signal or unity gain. 

Signal Splitter 

Patch a signal into input a the turn the input a level trimmer(45) full right. A copy of the input signal is available at 

both output jacks(137 and 138). 

Signal Inverter 

Patch a signal into input a the turn the input a level trimmer(45) full left. An inverted copy of the input signal is 

available at both output jacks(137 and 138). 

DC CV Source 

The input a level trimmer(45) is internally patched to a 5v source. The input a level trimmer can be used to 

attenuate and invert this 5v DC signal. A copy of this voltage is available at both output jacks(137 and 138). 

Signal Offset 

The input a level trimmer(45) is internally patched to a 5v source. The input a level trimmer can be used to 

attenuate and invert this 5v DC signal. Patch an audio or CV signal into input b(136) and the DV voltage from 

channel a will be added to the signal sent to input b. A copy of mix is available at both output jacks(137 and 138). 
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19. Microvolt Patch Examples 

This section contains six patch examples that showcase the wide range of functionality and sounds available 

using only the Microvolt 3900 and a midi keyboard. The patches are designed to familiarize musicians with the 

layout, synthesis concepts, and sonic potential available within the Microvolt 3900. 
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19. Microvolt Patch Example 1 

Clean Start (Basic Patch) 

This patch is a clean starting point to begin a new patch. Understanding this patch is the first step toward getting 

the most out of the Microvolt 3900. The important user interface controls are highlighted in blue but all of the 

controls of the Microvolt 3900 can impact the sound and functionality of the patch. Once the initial patch is set up, 

experiment with one setting at a time to understand its effect on the signal path. 
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19. Microvolt Patch Example 2 

Inverted Filter Frequency Modulation (A Deeper Look at the Inverting Mixer / Splitter / Offset Section) 

This patch uses the Inverting Mixer / Splitter / Offset Section to invert the output of the Function Generator before 

it is sent to the frequency modulation input of the binary filter. Understanding this patch will further expand the 

toolset available in the patch bay. The important user interface controls are highlighted in blue but all of the 

controls of the Microvolt 3900 can impact the sound and functionality of the patch. Once the initial patch is set up, 

experiment with one setting at a time to understand its effect on the signal path. 

The output of the function generator (134) is manually patched into mixer input a (135). The input a level 

attenuverter is turned full left to invert the function generator signal. The output of the mixer (137) is then patched 

into the frequency modulation input of the filter (120). 
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19. Microvolt Patch Example 3  

 

Dynamic VCA Input Balance (Additive vs Subtractive) 

This simple patch example showcases the unique sounds available when additive and subtractive synthesis 

methods are used together. The important user interface controls are highlighted in blue but all of the controls of 

the Microvolt 3900 can impact the sound and functionality of the patch. Once the initial patch is set up, 

experiment with one setting at a time to understand its effect on the signal path. 

The output of the saw wave passes through the filter to create the subtractive signal path and is modified using 

the filter frequency slider (15) and resonance slider (16). The additive signal path is created by manually patching 

the output of the fold wave (117) into the input of the dynamic VCA (124) bypassing the filter and allowing the fold 

timbre slider (3) full control over the harmonic content of the fold wave. The input balance trimmer knob (23) 

controls the mix between the saw (full left) and the fold wave (full right). To maximize the organic richness of the 

sound, the dynamic VCA is set to LPG mode (19) with pluck enabled (22). 

Modulation of this patch is handled with 3 sources. The modulation sources section is set to modulate the timbre 

wave (6) using the triangle wave of the LFO. This creates some movement in the additive synthesis signal path. 

The function generator controls the modulation of the filter frequency (17) and is triggered when a midi note is 

received. The dynamic VCA envelope generator triggers the dynamic VCA pluck. The attack of the envelope 

generator needs to be set with a short attack otherwise the slope of the attack will not trigger the pluck circuit. 
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19. Microvolt Patch Example 4 

Modulating the Binary Filter with Multiple Sources (Using the Inverting Mixer / Splitter / Offset Section) 

This small patch highlights an important part of the Microvolt 3900 patchbay. The Inverting Mixer / Splitter / Offset 

section offers several useful tools that can be utilized in almost every patch. Understanding this patch will expand 

the toolset available in the patch bay. The important user interface controls are highlighted in blue but all of the 

controls of the Microvolt 3900 can impact the sound and functionality of the patch. Once the initial patch is set up, 

experiment with one setting at a time to understand its effect on the signal path. 

In this example the ramp output of the LFO is patched into input a (135) of the mixer. This allows the level of the 

LFO to be adjusted using the input a atteunverter (45). The output of the function generator (134) is patched into 

input b (136) of the mixer and joined with the LFO signal. The output of the mixer (137) is patched into the 

frequency CV input of the filter (120). The amount of LFO sent to the filter cutoff in relation to the function 

generator output can be adjusted using the input a attenuverter. 

The second output of the mixer (138) is patched into the dynamics CV input of the dynamic VCA (123). This 

controls the output level of the dynamic VCA. 

The modulation mix out (131) is patched into the modulation input of the function generator. This allows for some 

variation in the length of the envelope based on the output of the LFO. 
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19. Microvolt Patch Example 5 

Ratcheting Filter Frequency (Modulating a Cycling Function Generator) 

Another patch highlighting the function generator. This patch uses the ramp output of the LFO to modulate the 

rate of a cycling function generator while using the arpeggiator. Depending on how the rise and fall modulation 

attenuators (41 & 42) are set, the results can be similar to ratcheting or a bouncing ball type effect. 

Understanding this patch will further expand the functionality of the function generator as a modulation source. 

The important user interface controls are highlighted in blue but all of the controls of the Microvolt 3900 can 

impact the sound and functionality of the patch. Once the initial patch is set up, experiment with one setting at a 

time to understand its effect on the signal path. 

Patch the LFO ramp output (129) into the function generator modulation input (132). The rate of the LFO now 

controls the rate of the function generator which controls the frequency of the filter cutoff. This can be a nice 

mellow patch to tweak. Replace the LFO with the random CV output (126) and adjust the function generator rise 

and fall modulation attenuators (41 & 42) for more of a beat synced effect. 
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19. Microvolt Patch Example 6 

Autonomous Control (Managing A Chaotic System) 

This patch explores the process of building a self-sustaining chaotic system using multiple levels of pseudo-

random modulation to create a semi-autonomous synthesis creature. This is a complex patch that showcases 

several important concepts. Understanding this patch will help with further experimentation into the world of 

autonomous synthesis. The important user interface controls are highlighted in blue but all of the controls of the 

Microvolt 3900 can impact the sound and functionality of the patch. Once the initial patch is set up, experiment 

with one setting at a time to understand its effect on the signal path. 

The chaotic nature of this patch starts with the clock source. The function generator with cycle (39) enabled is 

used as the clock source for the random complexity (33). The output of the function generator (134) is manually 

patched into the clock input (100). (See the midi / arpeggiator section of the manual to learn how to set the clock 

source to external gate) In the context of a random system, the function generator makes an interesting clock 

source. Manually patching the output of the random CV (126) through the signal splitter (136) to (138) into the 

modulation input of the function generator (132) and adjusting the rise modulation (41) and fall modulation (42) 

creates an interesting random clock tempo. 

The pitch of the oscillator is randomized using the random CV (126) through the signal splitter (136) to (137) into 

the pitch input. 

The random gate output (128) is sent to the envelope generator input (118) to trigger the envelope. The output of 

the envelope generator (119) is patched into the frequency modulation input of the filter (120) to modulate the 

filter cutoff frequency. The sharp attack of the envelope also triggers the dynamic VCA pluck circuit and enables 

the dynamic response trimmer pot to set the duration of the sound.  
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20. Midi Factory Reset 

Performing a factory reset returns all of the stored settings to the default setting. Hold down edit first then hold 

down octave - and octave + for 5 seconds. The arpeggiator button, hold button, clock button, octave - button, and 

octave + button will blink to show the reset is complete. 
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21. Service and Other Information 

Please contact us for service or other information related to the Microvolt 3900 or any other Pittsburgh Modular 

product. www.pittsburghmodular.com/contact  
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22. Warranty 

For a period of one year after the date of original purchase, the Microvolt 3900 manufactured by Pittsburgh 

Modular Synthesizers LLC, is warranted to function properly and be free of defects in materials and 

workmanship. Should a factory installed hardware fail during the warranty period, contact Pittsburgh Modular 

Synthesizers LLC. We will repair it (or at our option, replace it) at no charge, and pay the cost of shipping it back 

to you. This warranty is void if in our opinion the Microvolt 3900 has been damaged by accident, mishandled, 

altered, improperly serviced, or repaired by the customer where such treatment has affected its performance or 

reliability. This includes but is not limited to damage related to using a power adapter not supplied by Pittsburgh 

Modular Synthesizer LLC. In the event of such misuse/abuse by the customer, costs for repairs plus two-way 

shipping costs will be borne by the customer. Products found defective should be returned to the factory carefully 

packed, as the customer will be responsible for freight damage. Incidental or consequential damages or costs 

incurred as a result of product malfunction are not the responsibility of Pittsburgh Modular Synthesizers LLC.  
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